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Installation Instructions 12-8-20 

Model SRT-2020+HWP 
2020+ Spyder RT Highway Pegs 

 

Steps needed to install your 2020+ RT Highway Pegs 
DO NOT USE IMPACT DRILL ON BOLTS OR NUTS. 

(Stainless Steel Hardware is Softer Metal and can strip the threads.) 
You must use lubricant on bolts and nuts to prevent galling. Minimum WD40, preferably Anti-Seize Stainless Steel 
Lubricant MRO 1000 

 

                               Left Side                             Right Side                    Left Drill Template                Right Drill Template 
  

Complete Kit shown above with Drill Templates. 
1.- First remove the rubber floorboard covers. You will notice that the rubber floorboard covers and guides so 

when you reinstall placed them in the guide holes, reach under the floorboard and pull them thought. 
 

2.-On the left floorboard as if you are sitting on the RT drill a 17/64 hole as shown by the red circle below. Mark the 
hole first. Do the same for the right side. 

Notice the left bolt uses a predrilled hole in the floorboard. 
 

 
 
 



3.- The two bolt holes are shown below in red. The left floorboard has a hole already in the floorboard and the right 
is the new hole you will drill. The left hole in the right floorboard is in the floorboard and the right one is the one 
you drill as shown below. The holes you drill require the 1/4'”x1-3/4” bolt while the inside factory hole uses the 

¼”x1-1/2” bolt on both floorboards. 
These bolts do not require a washer on top as shown below. 

 

 
 
 

4. The mount requires two spacers.  The outside spacer on the left floorboard is angled to follow the floorboard. 
The inside on the right floorboards uses the angled spacer.  The larger one goes on the inside bolt on the left board 

and the outside bolt on the right side. These are the bolts holes you drill. 
 

 
 

                                Angle Spacer Location                 Larger Spacer on rear bolt 
 

5.-Secure the bolts with washer and locknuts provided on the bottom of each bolt. You will notice the lower bracket 
each side allow the Highway Pegs to rotate outwards depending on the rider comfort position. Do the same for the 

right side. 
The Peg Arm is fully adjustable forward and backwards depending on the rider. 

Your Highway Pegs are now installed! 
 
 
 

We thank you for purchasing one of our RT Accessory Kits.  Today we know the need for accessories that provide a 
higher level of comfort while riding and we have solved that demand with a stylish system that compliments the 

design of your Spyder! 
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